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Previous praise for Sonya Huber’s
Cover Me: A Health Insurance Memoir

“Cover Me is the best kind of memoir; it is engaging, enraging, tragic, and funny. Fortunately, laughter as medicine is one thing the insurance companies have not yet managed to deny.”
—T. Tamara Weinstein, Elevate Difference

“Wise, irreverent, honest, and utterly compelling . . . Sonya Huber finds unexpected truth and gentle comedy in every bizarre corner of this insane labyrinth we call our health-care system.”
—Dinty W. Moore, author of Between Panic and Desire

“What I found so compelling about Huber’s story is her ability to make the personal resonate so much more loudly than the political ideas or theories, while capably insuring that her own story underscores her political stance on health care. I found myself wanting to send copies to every member of the House and Senate.”
—Sarah Werthan, Brevity Book Reviews

“The sheer, jet-propelled energy of this memoir elevates it into a tour de force. I found it by turns hilarious and heartbreaking.”

“Huber’s sure-footed prose considers how deeply connected an individual’s health is to being both rooted and free, confident or fearful of securing even the most routine treatment. Once covered, she is safe under that blanket of care, and wise enough to understand that covers are easily blown, or blown away.”
—Lisa Romeo, ForeWord Reviews

“Huber’s irreverent humor makes her provocative ‘health insurance memoir’ worth a read.”
—Karen Springen, Booklist
“This book illustrates, in a way that mere political rhetoric cannot, how the lack of accessible, affordable medical care negatively affects everyone on a personal, emotional, and economic scale.”

—Joan Hanna, Author Exposure

“Timely, passionate, informative, and moving, Sonya Huber’s Cover Me is a scathing memoir of an uninsured young mother’s encounter with health care in America.”

—Floyd Skloot, author of In the Shadow of Memory

“In this humorous and affecting memoir, Huber details her experiences navigating the American health care system and brings a necessary dose of reality to the political debates and propaganda surrounding health care reform.”

—Women and Children First Bookstore
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Sonya Huber
Pain is important: how we evade it, how we succumb to it, how we deal with it, how we transcend it.

—Audre Lorde, *Conversations with Audre Lorde*
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This is a collection of unconventional essays on chronic pain; my goal with these essays was not to fix or provide advice (most of us have had too much of that) but to explore the landscape. Pain is a territory known by those who are in that land. I am in a small corner of it, and the more I see of its vastness, the more I realize how little I know. I hope that in trying to put my own experience into words, I am not confounding or isolating anyone else in pain. I hope with these essays to add to the growing literature about what pain is and how it is experienced, imagined, and expressed so that its universal burden can be shared. Above all, I hope to connect with other people who have visited the land of pain or who are there now, to help us collectively understand this experience that is an inextricable part of being human, and to build treatment models for addressing pain that are humane and comprehensive as our scientific and emotional understanding of pain grows. And I hope this book is not depressing; I had so much fun writing it.
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PAIN BOWS IN GREETING
Pain wants you to put in earplugs because sounds are grating.
Pain has something urgent to tell you but forgets over and over again what it was.
Pain tells you to put your laptop in the refrigerator.
Pain runs into walls at forty-five-degree angles and ricochets back into the center of the room.
Pain resents being personified or anthropomorphized.
Pain is a four-dimensional person with fractal intelligence.
Pain wants to be taken to an arts and crafts store.
Pain likes to start big projects and not finish them.
Pain wants to clean one countertop.
Pain asks you to break itself up into neat, square segments like a chocolate bar.
Pain makes a hissing, popping hum like high-tension power lines.
Pain has ambition but is utterly unfocused.
Pain will get its revenge if you ignore it but sometimes forgets what it was angry about.
Pain wants to watch a different channel than you do on TV.

Pain looks at you with the inscrutable eyes and thin beak of an egret.

Pain stubs out the cigarette of your to-do list.

Pain will first try to do some things on that list but will end up with socks on its antlers.

Pain demands that you make eye contact with it and then sit utterly still.

Pain folds the minutes into fascinating origami constructions with its long fingers.

Pain leaves the meter running.

Pain asks you to think about the breath flowing in and out of your lungs.

Pain will ask you to do this 307 times today.

Pain does not mean any harm to you.

Pain is frustrated that it is trapped in a body that is ill-fitting for its unfolded shape.

Pain has been born in the wrong universe.

Pain is wild with grief at the discomfort it causes.

Pain wants to collect bottle caps to show you the serrated edges, which mean something it cannot explain.

Pain keeps pointing to serrated edges and scalloped patterns but cannot explain how these will unlock it.

Pain emphasizes that it is not a god, but then makes the symbol for “neighbor” over and over, and you do not understand what it means.
Pain puts its beaked head in its long-fingered wing hands in frustration and loneliness.

Pain winks at you with its dot-black eyes and tries to make the sign for “I love you.”

Pain folds up its wings and legs and spindles quietly and blinks up at you when you say, “I know.”

Pain understands that you cannot say “I love you” back but that there is something bigger behind “I love you” that you do not have the words for.

Pain also understands that the background to “I love you” is something like a highway.

Pain licks at its hot spots like an anxious dog.

Pain, when held in place, spirals down into drill bits, so it has to keep moving to prevent these punctures.

Pain asks you to breathe deeply so it can zing about and not get caught on the edges and corners of calendars, books, and electronic rectangles.

Pain’s favorite music is the steel drum, and its favorite flavor is fig.

Pain prefers any texture in which tiny seeds are embedded.

Pain shakes its head—no, it says, that is you who likes that texture—and will have nothing to do with spheres.

Pain wants only for you to see where it starts and you stop, but you are a transparent bubble.

Pain and its kind have waited patiently for humans to evolve into the fourth dimension, but they are worried the project is failing.

Pain feels as though Earth’s gravity is as strong as Jupiter’s.
Pain has something metallic in its bones and is captured by the magnetic core of our hot planet.

Pain envies flesh and its soft strength and ease of movement.

Pain inhabits curved, soft bodies in hopes of fluid movement and then cries when it breaks them.

Pain would like french fries and Netflix.